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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
Play is as essential for the sick and handicapped child 
as it is for the well child. It serves not only as an outlet 
for the child's emotions and feelings, but also gives the 
nursing student a better understanding of the real child. 
Through observation of the child at play, the nursing student 
also acquires a better understanding of herself and of those 
\'lith '\vhom she comes in contact. Because of the determinants, 
provisions . should be made for each nursing student to have 
some experience with play activity. In expanding the pediatric 
experience in Y Hospital the writer has undertaken this study 
to determine what can be identified from the playroom experi-
ences that are available in X Hospital \'lhich could be incor-
porated into a pediatric nursing experience for nursing stu-
dents in a three year school of nursing where such facilities 
are not available. 
Purpose 
In order to ascertain what playroom experiences are 
available it is necessary to identify what play experiences 
are adaptable for the hospitalized child from two to five years 
of age, to identify the learning experiences which are 
1 
significant for the preparation of the nurse in relation to 
the care of the child from two to five years of age, and to 
formulate a plan for incorporating a play experience in the 
pediatric course in a given three year school of nursing. 
To further determine the purpose the follo,.;ing ques-
tions will be answered. 
1. \'lbat are the normal play needs of the child from 
two to five years of age? 
2. How are these play needs for the hospitalized 
child provided for in the playroom? 
3· How are nursing students in a three year program 
assisted in understanding and meeting the play 
needs of the hospitalized child from two to five 
years of age during a one week experience in the 
playroom? 
4 . Howmigh-c. these lear n i ng experiences be adapted 
for nursing students in a selected hospital vrhich 
has limited facilities for a playroom experience? 
Scope 
This study is concerned with a potentially feasible 
plan for teaching the nursing students ina selected three 
year nursing program to meet the play needs of the child from 
two to five years of age, sick or well, physically handicapped, 
in bed or up and about. It is anticipated that revisions will 
be brought about as it is tested in action or as the equipment 
available is expanded or augmented. 
2 
Limitations 
1. This study is limited to the play program in X 
Hospital. Observations in the playroom were made over a three 
I week period. 
I' 
II 
2. It is further limited to the child from two to five 
years of age for "the child's development is more dependent 
upon the play materials which are available to him than at any 
other ag e period."1 
3· The total number of nursing students observed dur-
1 ing their vleeks' experience in the playroom is also a further 
1 limitation. 
4. The hospital census was very light during the 
' three week period that the writer made her observations in the 
playroom. Because of the light census the number of children 
' 
I' 
going to the playroom was reduced from ten to fifteen children 
to six or eight children. 
5. The number of students observed in the playroom 
throughout their weeks' experience v1as limited to three. How-
ever, non-directive personal interviews were held with all 
participants in this study who were completing their pediatric 
affiliation. 
1Ethe1 Kawin, The i'fise Choice of Toys, Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1938, p. 38. 
____________________________ ......... ...... 
Methodology 
To answer the specific question set up in this study 
the following sources of data will be used. 
1. A review of literature in relation to the play 
needs of the child from two to five years of age. 
2. Observation of nursing students in the playroom 
during their weeks' experience. 
3. A questionnaire {see Appendix A) prepared by the 
writer was used to secure comparable data from 
twenty-two students. Out of the twenty-two ques-
tionnaires distributed to the students, eighteen 
were returned. Eight of the students who partici-
pated in the study were completing their pediatric 
affiliation. The remaining students had completed 
their pediatric affiliation within the past year. 
This number represents the opinions of approxi-
mately one third of the group who had had a week 
of playroom experience over the past year. 
4. To supplement the questionnaire, a non-directive 
personal interview was conducted by the writer 
'\'Ti th the eight students who were completing their 
pediatric affiliation. It was impossible to con-
tact the remaining ten students because of their 
location throughout New England. 
4 
____________________________ .............. 
Treatment of Data 
The findings from the above sources were summarized 
and comparisons were made. 
Chapter II presents the philosophy underlying the 
study. 
Chapter III presents the findings of the study and 
1 analysis of the data. 
II Chapter IV includes a summary of the findings, the 
conclusions, and the recommendations. 
I' 
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CHA.PrER II 
THE :PHILOSOFHY UNDERLYING THE STUDY 
Flay as defined by Webster "suggests an opposition to 
work; it usually implies activity of body and mind, but em-
phasizes the absence of any end except that of amusement, 
diversion, recreation, or pure enjoyment. 11 To the child, how-
ever, play is much more meaningful. Play is the child's 
language as well as a part of his daily living and is both 
educational and purposeful. Through play, the child is able 
to express his thoughts and feelings, learn about the world 
around him, develop his manual, mental, and social abilities, 
release his excess energy, and also have a great deal of fun 
and enjoyment. 
"Play is the child's business."1 Therefore, to help 
the child carry on his business successfully, the correct 
tools should be supplied. Toys, which are the tools of play, 
are as important to the child as tools are to the workman. In 
, selecting these tools careful thought and consideration should 
be given. One must take into consideration the child's inter-
est, his physical and mental development, and the educational 
value of the toys when purchasing these tools. Toys for the 
1Gladys Benz, Pediatric Nursing, St. Louis: The C. V. 
Mosby Company, c. 1953, p. 183. 
6 
two to five year old child should also be "safe, durable, 
realistic, useful in a variety of ways, attractive and appeal-
ing . u2 
A child of this age group needs toys which will allow 
for active physical play; manipulative, constructive, creative 
play; imitative, imaginative, dramatic play; and social play.3 
Toys such as push and pull toys, small slides, bicycles 1 
and balls aid the child in the development of large muscles and 
attaining better muscle co-ordination. 
Playthings for constructive, manipulative, and creative 
play include such things as blocks, clay, sand, crayons, paper, 
1 scissors, and finger and easel paints. With this material the I 
child can express his inner feelings, gain a feeling of satis- I 
faction, and experiment with new ideas. The child should be 
allowed to use this material freely, receiving only a minimum 
amount of guidance on part of the adult. Too often the child's 
II 
creativeness is blocked as a result of adults setting up a 
One illustration of a child expressing her emotional 
2~., p. 184. 
3Grace Langdon, Ho\'T to Choose Toys, New York: American 1 
1 Toy Institute, pp. 1-2. 
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feelings was Mary, age five and a half. As soon as she ar-
rived in the playroom she walked hurriedly over to the easel. 
1 She picked up a brush, thrust it into the container of black 
' paint and immediately began painting, using heavy, broad 
strokes. This type of stroke is usually an indication of tem-
per outbursts. 
Upon completion of her picture, one saw a crude pic-
ture of a person with a rope around his neck hanging from a 
pole. As she put the brush down she said, "That's my doctor." 
Once she had expressed her feelings she became more relaxed 
and went over to join Ellen in play. On further investigation 
of this outburst it was discovered that Mary's doctor had done 
some blood l'lork on her before she came to the playroom. Mary 
was very angry at him because of this and used painting as a 
method of expressing her feelings. 
Dolls, housekeeping equipment, garden tools, telephones, 
is often seen busily engaging in carpentry work as he imitates 
father. Feelings and emotions are also brought out by dramatic 
play. An illustration of this is Susan, age three, who 
8 
' 
suddenly became quite angry. She picked up the doll sh e was 
playing with, walked deliberately over to rocking chair and 
, sat the doll in it. She then shook her finger at the doll and 
' shouted, :'Bad, bad, bad. 11 
To help the child develop socially, such toys as dolls, 1 
balls, housekeeping equipment, sand and blocks are prescribed. 
By sharing this material with other children the child learns 
how to give and take. 
Even though there is a considerable difference in the 
type of play of the two, three and four year old, they still 
need toys that will allow for active physical play; manipula-
tive, constructive, creative play; imitative, imaginative, 
dramatic play and social play. Some of these differences in 
play are as follows. 
The two year old uses material largely for exploratory 
purposes. He enjoys loading, transporting and unloading ob-
jects such as blocks from one area to another. He is quite 
possessive and has great difficulty in sharing his toys with 
1 others. He is frequently heard saying , "It's mine. 11 1tfhen 
painting he usually paints one color on top of another, giving 
it a muddy effect. This age child is extremely interested in 
water play and spends a great deal of time filling and empty-
ing dishes. He enjoys music or anything rhythmical such as 
rocking boats or rocking chairs. Oftentimes the child can be 
heard sing ing while using these toys. The two year old enjoys 
looking at books and magazines, pointing out and naming fi gures 
9 
that are familiar to him. He enjoys being with other children. 
Although he is unable to play with them, he does play parrallel 1 
' with them. This type of play is known as parrallel play. 
The three year old investigates objects and toys that 
are new to him. He is also interested in experimenting \'lith 
things \'lith iihich he comes in contact. There is less hoarding 
among this age group as the child is now able to begin sharing 
his toys with others. The three year old now begins to use 
blocks of various shapes and sizes for constructing things 
that are meaningful both to the adult and the child. His pain~ 
ing differs from that of the two year old in that he does not 
run his colors together. He either uses one color for the en-
tire sheet or paints separate blocks using different colors. 
He enjoys rhythm and is often seen jumping, running and walk-
ing to music. Books are of enjoyment to him and frequently 
he is seen "reading" to other children. At this age the child 
now begins to play with other children for short periods of 
time reverting back to parrallel play when he becomes uncom-
fortable. The three year old has a fine imagination and spends I 
·I 
a great deal of time in imaginative play. 
At the age of four the child finds great enjoyment in 
playing with other children. He joins them in block building 
designing objects that are known to him. The child is a great 
bragger and shmioff and is often heard saying, "Mine' s bigger 
than yours." He is greatly interested in exploring and 
learning about new things. This is the period when he asks 
10 
1 ''Vfhy?" to everything. He is now able to make simple designs 
when painting and often blows up things which are important to 
I him. Books revealing information about such things as trains, 
boats, and airplanes are of great interest to him. 
Toys selected for the normal two to five year old vary 
somewhat from those selected for the sick or handicapped child. 
For the n ormal, healthy child toys should be selected to meet 
the child's level, yet should be stimulating enough to help 
. 4 
him attain the next level of development. When selecting toys 
for the sick child it is important to choose toys that will not 
fatigue or overstimulate him. 
Play is as essential for the hospitalized child from 
two to five years of age as it is for the well child. Basic-
. ally the child's play needs are the•same but VTith moderation. 
For the sick child play helps to offset boredom, giving the 
child less time to feel sorry for himself. It also helps to 
keep his mind occupied so he will not be destructive of hospi-
tal property. 5 Through play the child expresses many of his 
feelings outwardly. 
Knowing that pain, illness, hospitalization, and 
separation from home make a child insecure and that he 
cannot show what he is anxious about, adults should 
help him to preserve his emotional s~ability through 
external expression of his feelings. I 
4carra :tJicGaskill, "Play ... A Big Business, " The American j 
Journal of Nursing, 43: December, 1943, p. 1086. I 
5Anne Marie Smith, Play for Convalescent Children, 
New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 1941. 
6Rita Davidson, A Study for the Hospitalized Child, 
1948. 
11 
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,, 
Play enables him to tell us things about himself as 
a person, his physical abilities and his feelings and, at 
the same time, to gain something psychotherapeutically as 
he relates his experiences and emotions to others. It 
brings relaxation and rest, diverts the mind from stress 
and acts as a safety valve through an opportunity to ex-
press tension, anger, and resentment. Opportunities for 
play should be provided for each child in keeping with 
his physical, intellectual and emotional needs.7 
7Milton Senn, "Emotional Aspects of Convalescent Care 
for Children, 11 Proceedings of the Conference held at Hershey, 
pa., April, 1945, National Society for Crippled Children and 
Adults, Inc., Chicago, 1946, p. 34. 
12 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 
Background of the Playroom 
The chief of the pediatric service at X Hospital was 
greatly concerned about the traumatic effect hospitalization 
had upon children. He also felt very strongly that something 
should be done to counteract this traumatic experience. The 
solution to this problem was made possible through a grant, 
, given by a philanthropic foundation, for the purpose of setting 
: up some type of a program that would help minimize the emotion- ' 
al trauma caused by illness and hospitalization. Thus, a play 
program was born. This program was established under the 
1' jurisdiction of the psychiatric Department. Although it is 
set up primarily to help the normal child overcome some of his 
fears and anxieties resulting from hospitalization, it also 
gives all the personnel who come in direct contact with the 
children a better understanding of child growth and develop-
ment. 
The functions set up by the Psychiatric Department in 
relation to the play program are 11 to eliminate the fear of 
hospitalization, to use the experience of hospitalization to 
educate the patient, to study the effects of mental and emo-
' tional factors in the diseases of childhood, and to diagnose 
II 
--------------------------------............. ... 
II 
and treat the physical, mental, and emotional aspects of the J 
whole child as interrelated and interacting parts of the single I 
\'Yhole. ul 
The Staff and Their FUnctions 
The playroom is staffed by two teachers who have had 
nursery school training. One of these teachers has been with 
the program since its origin in 1947; the other teacher has 
been with the program for almost a year. Both teachers are 
responsible for the child when he is in the playroom. In-
cluded among the many functions of the playroom teachers are 
keeping daily records on each child who goes to the playroom 
relating facts about his behavior, his adjustment into a new 
environment, his use of materials, his relationship with other 
children and adults, and what is outstanding in his behavior. 
Giving support to both the child and his parent in relation 
to the child-'s hospitalization is another function of the 
playroom staff. The teachers also guide and supervise nursing 
students \'iho are assigned to the playroom for one v-reek' s 
2 experience. 
Description of the Playroom 
II 
The playroom itself is divided into two section s. One 
section is equipped specifically for the pre.:...school child while 'I 
the other section is equipped for the older child. However, 
1Report of the Psychiatric Department. 
2wotes obtained from the playroom. 
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there is no set rule preventing a child playing in either sec-
tion if he so desires. 
In the pre-school age section one finds a small table 
and chairs, toys of various descriptions which meet all the 
play needs of the child, a sink for \vater play, a small sand 
table that is used for finger painting, and a corner which is 
set up for doll play. In the section for the older child one 
finds a large table and chairs, a work bench equipped with all 
types of carpenter tools, nails, and a box containing dis-
11 carded pieces of wood from the carpenter shop, a large box of 
wooden blocks, wagons, tricycles, an easel holding small 
quantities of various colors of paint, a punching bag, and 
shelves full of a great variety of reading material. There is 
also a large cupboard in which many games and creative materi-
als are kept. A child is allowed to take material from this 
cupboard as he so desires for his own use. 
The atmosphere of the playroom is rather permissive. 
Restrictions are at a minimum. The child is allowed to play 
at his ovm rate of speed. However, both guidance and encour-
agement are given to the child when deemed necessary. It is 
here that the child can become independent, self-expressive, 
and still learn about responsibility. 
The Play Needs of the Hospitalized Child 
As Met by the Flayroom 
Before any child is allowed to go to the playroom a 
written order must first be obtained from the child's doctor. 
II 
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This is not only a safeguard to a particular child but is a 
, safety measure for other children as well. The majority of 
children who go to the playroom are ambulatory patients. How-
ever, the few patients who go in wheelchairs enjoy many of the 
1 play activities that the ambulatory child does. Although some 
of the activities have to be modified, the same results are 
obtained. An example of this is Bobby, age four and a half, 
a nephrotic, who after spending several days on the ward was 
allowed to go to the playroom in a wheelchair. Bobby entered 
1 into many activities such as easel painting, block building, 
I 
and coloring. As soon as he noticed Phillip playing with a 
water pistol he asked the play teacher if he could have a 
water pistol to play with too. The teacher gave Bobby the 
pistol and a pan of water. She asked him to aim the pistol 
towards the sink explaining that one should never aim a pistol 
at anyone and also that the other children would not like 
water shot at them. Bobby complied very well at first but 
soon began aiming the water pistol at the children around him. 
The teacher spoke very kindly yet firmly to Bobby explaining 
once again that he should not aim the pistol at anyone and 
that the children did not like getting wet. She realized that 
his attention needed to be diverted in another direction, so 
she asked him if he would like to shoot at a target. Bobby 
enthusiastically replied yes. She made him a target by draw-
ing circles of various colors and sizes on paper and taped it 
onto the wall. This satisfied Bobby and he spent the remaining 
16 
part of the morning shooting at the target. 
Before the children are brought up to the playroom for 
the morning, the play teacher and the nursing student visit 
each bed patient asking them what they would like to play with. 
A wire market basket containing a variety of toys, books, 
crayons, and blocks is brought dmm from the playroom with 
them at this time. If the child wants something from the 
basket to play ..,.1i th it is given to him at this time. If the 
child v'iants something to play with that isn't in the basket 
his request is filled when the play teacher and the student 
return to the playroom. On the infant ward each baby is also 
given such toys as squeaky toys, jungle jims, bright plastic 
toys or balls to play with depending on his age and condition. 
No child, unless he is too ill to play, is left without some 
sort of toy with which to play. 
The play teacher also checks with each head nurse 
each morning before taking the children to the playroom to 
find out who may go to the playroom, the type of diet the child 
is on, and what restrictions if any are noted. Children who 
are on nothing by mouth are oftentimes allowed to go to the 
playroom while awaiting specific treatments or surgery. Once 
this information is obtained, both the play teacher and the 
nursing student distribute T shirts and dungarees to those 
children who are going to the playroom. By wearing the play 
clothing , furnished by the playroom, the children feel less 
like patients and freer to play with whatever materials they 
17 
wish. Previously when their parents furnished some type of 
play clothing, they would often tell the child to be careful 
and not get too dirty, thus inhibiting the child in his play. 
While the children are getting ready for the playroom 
the play teacher and the nursing student return to the play-
room with the toy basket. The special requests of the bed 
patients are filled and are later taken down to the ward by 
1 the nursing student when she returns to gather up the children 
who are scheduled for the playroom. Children who have play-
room privileges and yet do not wish to go to the playroom are 
'I 
not forced to do so. They are, however, encouraged to spend 
some time in the playroom even though it is only a fevv min-
utes. The nursing student bring s as many children as possible 
to the playroom at the same time returning shortly for the one 
or t wo who may not be ready . 
The children are free to play as they desire until 
11:05 when they stop and get ready for lunch. About ten min-
utes before they get ready for lunch, the play teacher gives 
them a 1-'larning that in a few more minutes they will have to 
stop whatever they are doing and begin putting away their 
things, wash their hands and get ready for lunch. Warning 
children that they will have to stop v;hatever they are doing 
in a little while gives them time to finish what they are 
working on . It is impossible for a child to make such sudden 
I' 
I 
II 
changes of activity as adults do. Around five minutes past 
eleven the teacher tells the children it is now time to stop 11 
~ I 
li 
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playing and time to start picking up the toys. Most of the 
children \villingly help the teacher and nursing student pick 
up the toys. The few who do not help are not forced to do so. 
On ce the majority of the toys are picked up the 
children wash their hands, sit down at the table with a book 
or small toy and wait until the food truck comes. The nursing 
student sits -v;ith the pre-school age children and tries to 
k eep them as quiet as possible. She may either read to them 
or tell them a story until the food truck arrives. Some child-
ren seem to eat better when they are grouped together. An 
illustration of this is Kenneth, age four. Before he was able 
to come to the playroom he ate very little. Once he began 
eating his meals family style in the playroom he was usually 
the first to finish his dinner. V/hen the teacher said, "My, 
but you ate your dinner in a hurry,u Kenneth replied, "I had 
to or Paul would eat it up on me. 11 
\fhen the food truck comes to the playroom one of the 
older children (are ''> chosen to help serve dinner. The youngster 
puts the silver, glasses, and bread on the table while the 
play teacher is getting the plates ready. The youngster then 
distributes t he dinner plates to each child. In serving the 
food the teacher gives each child a small portion of everything 
and if a child wants a second helping of something he is given 
1 t. Even t hough a child. does not like a specific food he is 
encouraged, but not forced , to try one spoonful. 
Adult patterns of eating are encouraged but not forced. 
19 
If a child v1ants to finger feed rather than eat with a spoon 
or fork he is allowed to do so. Finger feeding is easier and 
many times when a child is tired he will revert back to this 
method. Parents many times push their children too fast, not 
g iving them an opportunity to vlOrk through the finger feeding 
or ~'messy n phase as it is called. Once a child knows h e will 
•not be reprimanded for finger feeding and feels free to work 
through this phase he \'Till revert baclc again to adult patterns 
' of eating in a short time. Because feeding time is such an 
importan t time in a child's lif e great care must be taken not 
to over-emphasize its meaning. A child who is secure and has 
had pleasant experiences with eating will eat with little or 
no trouble. On the other hand a child who is insecure and has 
had unpleasan t experiences with eating vlill be a feeding prob-
lem. An example of this is Dickie, age two and a half. He 
was admitted to the hospital with the diagnosis of failure to 
do well. The social worker who brought him in said his foster 
mother was able to get him to eat only very little. He fol-
lowed t h is same pattern when he was first admitted.. He re-
fused to eat his dinner the first day in the playroom unless 
1 
the play teacher both held and fed him. As he became more 
secure he was able to sit by h imself at the table but he still 
had to be fed. Althoug h he knew how to feed himself, he could 
not bring himself to do so. On the fourth day he held his 
spoon by h i mself, picked up the food from his plate and then 
gave t he spoon full of food to the teacher for her to feed him. 
20 
II 
I 
I 
The teacher fed him a few times and then placed her hand over 
his bringing the spoon up to his mouth. Occasionally during 
the meal Dickie would feed himself. After a week of hospitali-
zation Dickie felt secure enough to perform like the other 
children at the table. 
When the dinner hour is over the children are taken 
bacl{ to the i'tard for rest period; with the reassurance that 
they will be able to return to the playroom later on. Follow-
ing rest hour the nursing student returns to the ward gathering 
up the children who have no visitors and takes them back to the 
I playroom until four o'clock. Children who have visitors and 
desire to go to the playroom before visiting hours are over are 
allowed to do so taking their visitors with them. It is not 
uncommon to see a child playing with his parents in the play-
room. The children who remain on the wards with their paren ts 
are usually brought to the playroom by them before they leave. 
Many parents have spoken about how much easier it is for them 
to leave their children once they have brought them to the 
' playroom. One mother was extremely upset because her son 
Phillip alviays cried when she left. She spoke of this to the 
play teacher and told her she had never been separated from 
Phillip before. The teacher realizing the full meaning of 
this said, "Would you like to watch Phillip for a little while 
after visiting hours through the one way mirror?" The mother 
anxiously replied, "Yes, I would. 11 
When visiting hours were over Phillip's mother said, 
il 
21 
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"I have to leave now, Phillip, but I will be back to see you 
tomorrow." Immediately Phillip began to cry and cling to his 
mother. The play teacher, realizing that his mother needed 
support, picked Phillip up and said, "Your mother has to leave 
now but she will be back to see you tomorrow." As his mother 
was leaving Phillip reached out for her and sobbed, "Don't go, 
don't go." The play teacher, after soothing Phillip a little 
bit, left the playroom and accompanied Phillip's mother into 
the observation booth. The mother \vas greatly relieved and 
surprised to see tha t her son had stopped crying in a very few 
minutes and had joined two other children in play. She 
thanked the play teacher for this opportunity and said she 
felt much better about leaving now. In this incident the play 
teacher realized that the mother was the person that needed 
the most support. 
Following visiting hours the children stay in the play-
room until four o'clock, then they are taken down to the wards 
for supper. 
\i i th the permissiveness and the minimum amount of re-
striction that is set up by the playroom plus the guidance and 
support g iven to the children by the staff the children are 
able to fulfill their needs in relation to play. For some it 
may be therapy, for others it is only a normal part of a 
child's world. 
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Students Assisted in Meeting the Play Needs 
.of the Hospitalized Child 
Flay experience can be of great value to the nursing 
student for she has an opportunity to obtain a better under-
) 
I 
standing of child growth and development, to increase her I 
abilities in applying this knowledge when caring for other I 
children, to appreciate more fully the behavior of the two to I 
five year old, to increase her understanding of how to guide 
young children in establishing acceptable behavior patterns, 
and to help to better understand the behavior of other child-
ren. 
Six nursing students, selected at random from each 
affiliating class, are assigned to the play room for one week's 
experience. The remaining students receive one two and one 
half observation period in the playroom concurrent with their 
' course in child growth and development. Because of the limi-
ted facilities of the playroom it is not feasible to assign 
• more than one nursing student at a time to the playroom for a 
~ 
I 
full week's experience. 
The nursing student's adjustment to such an experience 
varies with the individual. The majority of nursing students 
feel very ill at ease and useless during their first day or 
so in the playroom. In many instances the reason behind this 
feeling is that the nursing students are not in the habit of 
being so inactive. They feel that they should be doing some-
thing, instead of keeping in the background and observing not 
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only the child at play but also the t eacher's attitude and 
manner of approach to the child. Once this initial adjustment 
period. is over the nursing student begins to feel a part of 
the pr ogram and these disconcerting feelings disappear. It 
is then that the majority of nursing students are able to re-
lax and begin to acquire a better understanding of child be-
havior. 
Students are assigned to the playroom at various 
stages of their pediatric experience. Some nursing students 
may be assigned to the playroom as early as the third vTeek of 
their affiliation while others may receive their playroom 
e xperience during the last week of their affiliation. How-
ever, before any nursing student goes to the playroom, whether 
for observation or actual experience, she attends a clinic 
g iven by the play teacher. At this time the teacher discusses 
the purposes of the play program. Included in this discussion 
are the history of the play program, the activities of the ,, 
staff and the educational value of such a program. 
When the nursing student reports to the playroom for 
her experience she is given a 11 Procedure and Guide for Stu-
' dents" (see Appendix A) to read before accompanying the play 
teacher on her visit to the wards. Upon returning to the 
playroom the play teacher sits down with the nursing student 
ti 
and discusses the Procedure and Guide for Students 11 in greater 
detail. Arter the children are brought to the playroom the 
I nursing student assumes a passive role until she feels free to 
I 
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enter into the situation. 
Each of the nursing students observed at the beginning 
of her experience portrayed similar feelings of fear, insecur-
ity, hesitancy, and uselessness. They vlere g iven both guidance 
and support by the playroom teache r• during this adjustmen t 
period. once this period \'las over the nursing student entered 
into the playroom activities with confidence and ease. The 
' situations cited below are but a few that arose during the 
nursing student's week in the playroom. The writer has used 
• only a fevr experiences that occurred during the first and 
fifth day to demonstrate what changes in attitudes had taken 
place. 
It was not long after the children had arrived in the 
playroom on Miss A's first day that an argument started between 
Bobby, age four, and Ronnie, age five. Ron..n.ie .\'las sitting 
quietly at the table loading and unloading blocks from his 
dump truck when Bobby walked over to the table and quickly 
snatched the truclc out of Ronnie's hand. Ronnie immediately 
seized the truck from Bobby saying angrily, "You can not have 
it . It is mine • " 
Bobby, who completely ignored this statement said 
emphatically, "No, it is mine. I want it," again grabbing the 
truck from Ronnie. 
Ronnie became very angry at this point and struck out 
at Bobby hitting him on the head with his fist. With this 
Bobby slapped Ronnie. The playroom teacher, realizing the 
II 
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full impact of the argument, \'lalked quietly over to Bobby, put 
her arms around him, saying to him softly, "Bobby, Ronnie isn't 
through playing with the truck yet. Would you like a truck to 
play with too?" 
Bobby nodded his head and said, "I \·lant a dump truck 
too." 
When Bobby got his truck to play vli th, he went over 
and sat down at the table next to Ronnie, joining him in play. 
Miss A was sitting opposite the two children when the argument 
began. As she \'las about to enter into this situation she 
noticed that the teacher was on her way over to the table. 
She then remained in the background and observed. how the teach-
er handled the situation. 
Not long after this episode occurred, Jay, age five, 
began to kick and scream as he lay on the playroom floor. As 
Miss A started to approach him she was interrupted by the 
playroom teacher, i'rho said quietly, "Leave him alone for a 
little v1hile and he will be all right." The playroom teacher 
was unable to explain the reason for her action at this time 
but discussed it later with the student at their informal 
afternoon conference. 
Sometime later in the morning Eileen, age five, brought 
, a box of blocks of funny faces to Miss A and said demandingly, 
"Nurse, make me some faces." 
Miss A realized that Eileen was able to manipulate the 
blocks herself and said, "Eileen, can you show me how it 
works? 11 
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Eileen ansY.tered, "I'll show you," and sat dmvn next to 
her. She proceeded. to show Miss A all the faces she could 
make. When she finished, Miss A complimented Eileen on what 
she had done. 
Following dinner, Miss A and the playroom teacher had 
a conference about the morning's activities. The playroom 
teacher in explaining about Jay's temper tantrums remarked 
about his past history and ho'\v he was working through some of 
his feelings that he had been unable to express at home. A 
further discussion followed about the interaction of Ronnie 
and Bobby. The playroom teacher said, ''Have you any idea of 
why I entered into this situation?" 
Miss A replied., "So that they wouldn't hurt each 
other." 
"Yes,'.' said the teacher. "However, it goes deeper 
than that. All children need to have certain limits set for 
I' them. By stopping Ronnie and Bobby from hitting one another 
both children felt better. By setting limits children know 
that they will be stopped before they do something serious 
that might make them feel guilty later on." 
As Miss A's experience drew to a close, there was a 
remarkable change in her approach in handling the various 
situations as they arose. Before she was uncertain and in-
secure when entering into the situation. Now she handled them 
with a great deal of ease and understanding. An example of 
this v.,ras seen 'ivhen both Denise and Bobby were busily playing 
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with water. Bobby had a basin of water and Denise had a pail 
of water. Suddenly Bobby said, "Nurse, I want the pail she 
has (pointing to Denise) and she can have this one." Instead 
-
of taking the iniative for the exchange the student said, ~'If 
you want the pail, why don't you ask Denise if she would like 
to change with you." 
Bobby hesitated a minute and then said to Denise, "Will 
you change w·ith me?'' 
Denise shook her head yes, handed the pail of water to 
him and took his basin in exchange. 
In talking with Miss A at the end of her experience, 
she said that she had gained a better understanding of the 
behavior of children and had become more observant of their 
actions and reactions. She also stated that because of this 
experience her attitude toward patients as a whole had been 
changed. 
Another nursing student, Miss B, during her first day 
in the playroom was playing cards \'lith Larry when Joanne, age 
two and a half, sauntered over to the table where they \'/ere 
playing and scooped up all the cards she found lying there. 
1 Miss B turned to Joanne and said, ''You can't have those cards, 
Joanne, Larry and I are playing with them." 
Joanne, a youngster, who always wanted everything any-
one else was playing with said, "Joanne wants them." 
Miss B said, "Put them back on the table please. 11 
\1hen Joan refused, Miss B reached out for the cards. 
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Vli th this Joanne began to ,.;himper. The playroom teacher came 
forward with another pack of cards and said, "Here, Joanne, 
are some cards for you to play with." 
Joanne surrendered the cards she had taken from the 
table, taking the cards the playroom teacher had got for her. 
1 She then went over to a small table and sat down to play for 
a few minutes. 
During conference time w·i th Miss B, the playroom 
teacher explained that when a situation like this arises, the 
best method is to redirect the child's interest to something 
equally as interesting. She further explained that by redirec-
ting the child one will be more successful in changing his 
behavior. 
Quite a different approach \'las used by the same student 
at the end of her experience as seen by the following example. 
Calvin was playing with some small cars when Joanne ran over 
, to Calvin and grabbed them out of his hands. Calvin became 
quite angry and lurched out at Joanne. Joanne became fright-
ened and began to whine. Miss B, seeing this, said to Joanne, 
"Calvin v1as playing with those cars and everyone has to wait 
until the person is finished with the toy." 
Joanne looked up at the student and said, 11 Me too." 
Miss B said, "Yes, you have to wait too." 
Joanne said, "Ol{ay," and immediately found something 
else to play with. 
While a third student nurse, Miss C, was observing the 
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children during her first day in the playroom, Billy called out 
from the easel board, "Look, Nurse, see the picture I made." 
on noticing the picture the \rlri ter saw that Billy had 
drawn a picture of a man, omitting both the eyes and hands. 
Miss c also noticed this and said, 11 \"lhy don't you put some !. 
eyes and hands on your picture?'.' 
Following this remark Billy turned back to the easel 
and completed his picture as directed by Miss c. 
Again at conference time the playroom teacher explained 
to Miss C that children should be allowed to paint or draw what 
they want to for through this creativity the child is express-
ing his feeling s either of tension or well being . She also 
explained that many times when adults step into the picture 
and either tell the child what to paint or makes a model for 
' him to copy, the child's means of self expression are destroyed. 
I, 
The last day the writer observed Miss C in the follow-
' ing situation, and noted that she handled it with slightly more 
insight and understanding. Dicky was sitting in her lap look-
ing at a story book when he noticed some crayons on the table. 
He picked up a red crayon and started coloring the book. When 
Miss C saw this, she said softly, "Dicky, we do not color in 
this book." 
/ 
Diclry began to cry, got down off her lap and ( laid\ on 
the floor. She immediately picked Dicky up, comforted him and 
said, "I'm sorry Dicky, but \'le just don't color in story books. 
I will get you another book to color." She carried Dicky to 
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the cupboard to get him a coloring book. Dicky picked out the 
one he \.,ran ted. Vlhen they returned to the table, Dicky again 
sat on her lap coloring contentedly. 
In talking ,.,..i th this student about her playroom experi-
ence she commented on how much she had got from it. She said 
when she first came to the playroom she did not like it at all 
because she felt that it was not nursing. However, since 
having had this experience she has learned much more about 
growth and development and now has a better understanding of 
how to care for children. While it may be noted that her first 1 
reaction was still a negative approach, she immediately recog-
nized her error and smoothly and swiftly altered it to a posi-
tive one. 
Along with the actual playroom experience the student 
has daily conferences with the play teacher. At this time the 
morning activities are discussed. and guidance in handling 
children given to the student whenever necessary. 
During one of these conferences the teacher stressed 
the importance of using a positive approach to the child. 
Earlier that morning Faul was riding the tricycle and knocked 
1 Frank's tmV"er of blocks over. Frank rebuilt his tower, then 
Paul knocked them over again. Frank became very angry and be-
gan to cry. 
The student said, "Paul, don't knock Frank's tower 
over." 
Paul replied, "They're in my way." 
r 
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The student then said, "Frank, why don't you move over 
here and build your tower." 
Frank sobbingly said, "Okay," and moved over into the 
corner. 
In explaining this situation to the student the teacher 
said, "It is always better to use a positive approach rather 
.than a negative one. It would have been better to tell Paul 
to ride his tricycle around Frank's tmver. ~· She further ex-
plained that by using a positive approach you are telling Paul 
what to do instead of telling him what not to do. A p6sitive 
suggestion is much more effective than a negative one as the 
child is less resistant. By using the positive approach she 
uses this type of a_n. approach when she gives directions to 
other children. 
The teacher also discussed the approach which the stu-
dent used with Dicky, commenting on her change from a negative 
to a positive approach. 
Many times during these conferences the student seeks 
further information about the behavior of a particular child. 
An illustration of this was when the student asked, 11\'lhy did 
you say that you were glad to see Denise hit Jackie this 
1 morning?" 
The teacher replied, "Up until now Denise has been a 
very withdrawn and t .imid little girl. By her activities this 
morning she shows that she is beginning to have confidence in 
herself and this type of behavior is the first step in gaining 
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confidence. A child who is as timid and withdrawn as Denise 1 
has first to express her feelings and know that she is accepted ,j 
for them. Once she knows this she will begin to modify these 
feelings.'-' 
Through these conferences the students tend to gain a 
better understanding and more insight into the behavior of 
I children. Following these conferences the student and teacher 
proceed to write anecdotal records on all the patients. These 
anecdotes are kept daily until the child is discharged. .\nee-
dotes are filed for a period of two years. Should the child be 
" I 
readmitted the records are pulled and are used for reference. 
On these records are noted behavioral patterns of the 
child at play, his adjustment to the playroom, his adjustment 
to the staff, his ability to get along with other children 
and his patterns of behavior in other situations such as meal 
hour. 
Through such records the child's progress can be noted 
by both the teacher and the student. They may also be used for 
planning future care of the child. They furnish data for the 
psychiatrist or doctor working with the child. This type of 
record is also a useful tool for the student as it tends to 
increase her observational skills, to aid her in sharpening 
her communication skills in describing behavior and provides a 
resource for observing changes or trends in behavior of a 
g~01m child over a period of time. 
While the students have been shown to develop new 
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insights during this five day experience, it is apparent also 
that they will probably need further guidance in clinical 
situations to which they return. Mi ss C, for instance, was 
noted to use the negative approach to Dicky in the incident 
with the coloring book. She caught herself and turned about, 
shifting to a positive approach. Some device such as record-
ing incidents might well be followed to help her appraise her 
own progress as she applies the things learned in the playroom 
to her subsequent work with the children in the 111ard situation. 
How do students feel about their playroom experience? 
From the conversations with the students observed, it can be 
noted that each of them gained some insight into themselves, 
recognized their own increased ability to observe and under-
stand behavior. 
Students' Attitudes toward Playroom Experience 
Since the students in the sample was small, it seemed 
advisable to secure opinions of other students who had had a 
like experience. As noted in the beginning, one student a 
week has playroom experience or fifty-two students in a year. 
An attempt was made to secure opinions from half the group who 
had completed the experience within the past year. To be sure, 
the pediatric nursing experience was behind many of them. The 
number of different clinical experiences and the places where 
t he experiences were gained intervened; some bad gone on to 
other affiliations; some had returned to their home school 
situation. Those who had completed the pediatric affiliation 
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were widely dispersed. Eight students were completing their 
affiliation. It seemed advisable to use a questionnaire in 
order to secure comparable data. For those still at Hospital 
X, the questionnaire was supplemented by a non-directive per-
sonal interview. Twenty-two questionnaires were distributed. 
Eighteen were completed and returned. This represents, then, 
the opinions of approximately one third of the group who bad 
had a week of playroom experience. Since the object of the 
study was to ascertain how values gained from playroom experi-
ence might be incorporated into the pediatric course in another 
hospital, this sample appeared to be sufficient. No additional 
questionnaires were distributed. 
For purpose of clarification, the responses from the 
questionnaire have been presented in tabular form in such a 
way that the likenesses and differences may be noted for those 
still in the pediatric situation, identified as Group A and 
those who have had other intervening experiences, identified 
as Group B. Eight students are represented in Group A and ten 
in Broup B. Group A also includes those students observed 
during their playroom experience. When the questionnaires were 11 
analyzed the~e appeared to be little difference in the types 
of responses of the t wo groups. The analysis will be presented 
in the order of the questions on the questionnaire (see Appen-
d ix A). 
I n r esponse to the question, 11\'Ti th \vhich group of pa-
tients do you prefer to work? 11 four in each group stated that 
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they would prefer to work with infants. Five students from 
Group A and seven from Group B replied that they would prefer 
to vvork VIi th pre- school children. There were no students in 
either group who preferred to vvork 'Vli th the school age child 
or the adolescent. Two students from Group A and one student 
from Group B preferred to work ivith adults. These data can be 
clearly seen in Table I. 
TABLE I 
GROUPS OF PATIENTS WITH WHOM EIGHTEEN NURSING 
STUDENTS PREFER TO WORK 
Age Classification Number of Students 
of Fatient Group A Group B 
Infants 4 4 
Fre-school children 5 7 
School age children 0 1 
Adolescents 0 0 
0 Adults 2 1 
Total 11 13 
Total 
8 
12 
1 
0 
3 
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0 Six students checked more than one age group among the child-
ren. No student giving preference to adults indicated that 
any group of children held a like value for her. 
Source: Compiled from information obtained from questionnaire. 
Some of the reasons the eight students interviewed 
11 gave for their preference in working with infants were: 
I 
"It is a challenge to work with infants." 
"They are easier to work with." 
11 I got a lot of satisfaction in working with babies." 
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few reasons given for preference in working with 
pre-school children were: 
"They respond 'vhen you talk to them." 
"They can tell you what they want and where they don't 
.. 
feel good. 11 
"They are the most interesting age group to take care 
of." 
The student who preferred working with adults said: 
11 1 can't stand to see children sick." 
Many times past experiences help to give an individual 
a feeling of security when entering a new situation. Students 
having had no previous experience with children are often 
fearful and more insecure vlhen reporting for their pediatric 
affiliation. Because of this fact their period of adjustment 
may be longer. To find out what previous experiences these 
students had in working with children they ~tlere asked: 11itlhat 
experiences have you had in \'/Orking \vi th children? 11 From the 
responses it can be noted that several students had more than 
one type of experience. Seven students from Group A and nine 
~rom Group B had been baby sitters. Five students from both 
groups had checked. caring for younger brothers and sisters. 
Three students from Group A and two from Group B had taught 
Sunday School, while two from Group A had previously worked at 
summer camp. Only one student from Group B had check ed that 
she had had no previous experience in working with children. 
Of the three students who indicated they preferred working 
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with adults, the two in Group A had had previous experiences 
baby sitting, caring for younger brothers and sisters, and 
11 teaching Sunday School, while the student in Group B had had 
experience in baby sitting and teaching Sunday School. Table 
II clearly demonstrates these findings. 
TABLE II 
p~-viOUS EXPERIENCE EIGHT~r NURSING STUDID~TS HAVE 
HAD IN WORKING WITH CHILDFrnJ~ 
Type of . Experience Number of Students 
v;i th Children Group A Group B Total 
Baby Sitting 7 9 16 
Caring for younger brothers 
and sisters 5 5 10 
Teaching Sunday School 4 2 6 
Working at summer camp 2 0 2 
None 0 1 1 
Total 18 17 35 
Source: Compiled from information obtained from questionnaire. 
Students' reactions to any new experience vary consid-
erably. These reactions many times affect the significance of 
the individual's experience. Table III shows a .variation of 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
the students! feelings toward their assignment in the playroom 
for a one week experience. From the data received four stu- 11 
dents in Group A and eight in Group B stated they were enthusi-
1 
astic about being assigned to the playroom. Three in Group A 
and one in Group B replied they were indifferent, while one 
student from each group said she felt anxious about this 
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experience. Some of the responses of those students who were 
enthusiastic were: 
"I '..ranted to learn more about how children got along 
with one another. 11 
~ -'Y'JY roommate told me all about the playroom when she 
got back from there. It sounded so interesting that I 
wanted to go to the playroom when I came down here. 11 
11 I am planning to take care of children when I gradu-
ate and I ~..rant to learn as much as I can about them. 11 
Some of the comments given by those students who said 
t hey were indifferent were: 
"I felt it was just another part of my experien ce and 
I expected it to be a \'laste of time." 
"I thou ght the playroom was just a. place for children 
to play and relieve the nurses on the floor." 
The student who l'fas anx ious about her experien ce said: 
"This was something new to me and I didn't knovl \•Tha t I 
was supposed to do \'Then I went to the playroom. 11 
TABLE III 
FEELINGS ABOUT BEING ASSIGNED TO THE PlAYROOM FOR ONE WEEK'S 
EXPERI~iCE AS STATED BY EIGHTEEN NURSING STUDENTS 
Number of Student Responses Total 
T~:Qe of Feelins Grou:Q A Grou12 B 
Enthusiastic 4 8 12 
Indifferent 3 1 4 
Anxious 1 1 2 
Total 8 10 18 
Source: Compiled from information obtained from questionnaire. 
II 
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Orientations oftentimes become so matter of fact that 
unless time is taken to re-evaluate them their purpose becomes 
meaningless. In trying to find out if the students felt that 
they were given a satisfactory orientation before going to the 
playroom they were asked: "Did you feel you were given a satis-
factory orientation before going to the playroom?" 
In answer to this question all the students from both 
groups replied, "Yes." There were neither any suggestions nor 
comments made. 
It is somewhat difficult to know just how much or what 
type of guidance each individual needs. To help clarify these 
needs the follov-ring question was asked: "Did you feel that you 
11 would. like to have had more guidance from the playroom teacher 
during your week's experience in the playroom? 
In reply to this question only one student from Group A 
and four in Group B replied, "Yes." The seven remaining stu-
dents in Group A and four in Group B said "No." Table IV 
clearly defines this data. 
TABLE IV 
OPINIONS OF EIGHTEEN NURSING STUDID~TS ~~TIVE TO 
SATISFACTION \"liTH AMOUNT OF GUIDANCE FROM 
TEACHER DURING PLAYROOM EXPERIENCE 
Number of Nursing Students 
Wished More Guidance Group Group B 
Yes 1 4 
No 7 6 
Total 8 10 
To-
tal 
5 
13 
18 
Source: Compiled from information obtained from questionnaire. 
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The students who stated they wished more guidance vrere 
asked , "What type of guidance would you like?" Some of the 
responses from this group were: 
"Having a conference after t he children have left for 
the day. In this conference we would discuss the reas-
on for some of the reactions of the children." 
"Explain ivhy she wanted a particular child to play with 
a certain thing. How she knows types of toys the child 
will be interested in. Hov1 she manages to control the 
children when they become excited." 
"I would have liked more information and facts about 
how to approach different children . Also more ideas 
of activities for them." 
In response to the question "Did you enjoy your week 's 
experien ce in the playroom? 11 six students from Group A and nine 
from Group B stated that they enjoyed their experien ce very 
much. Two students from Group and one from Group B checked 
ttaverage." There was no student in either group that checked 
, "not at all." 
Some of the reasons the six students interviewed gave 
f'or their preference of "very much" were: 
ui liked it better than I thought I would." 
"It 'l.·ras most interesting and it helped me in under-
standing children better." 
"I enjoyed watching the children play and talking with 
them. " 
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"I found it interesting to see i'lha t the differen t age 
groups prefer to do." 
One of the students who checked "average" said, 11 It 
was all right but I vrould rather do nursing. 11 
.At the present time the student is assigned to the 
playroom for one week . The question has been raised many times 
as to whether or not the length of time spent in the playroom 
should be decreased. To find out how the students feel about 
the time they spent in the playroom the follovring question was 
asked: "How many days do you think this playroom experience 
should be offered to nursing students?" 
In answer to this question four students from Group .A 
and three from Group B replied five days, one from Group A and 
six from Group B said six days, one from each group stated 
three days while two from Group A replied two weeks. These 
findings are clearly indicated in Table v. 
To find out bow these students felt about their experi-
ence the following question was asked: "Did you feel your ex-
perience in the playroom was of great value, little value, or 
of no value?" When tabulating thi~ question it was found that 
• 
all the students in both groups bad checked "great value." 
Some of the reasons quoted by the students were: 
"I have a better understanding of what toys to choose 
for the children." 
"Now I know I .should let the child do what he can for 
himself. 11 
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TABLE V 
NlJMBER OF DAYS SUGGESTED AS DESIRED FOR PlAYROOM 
EXPERIENCE BY EIGHTEro~ NURSING .STUDENTS 
Number -of Days Number of Student .Responses 
of Experience Group A Group B Total 
One day 0 0 0 
Two days 0 0 0 
Three days 1 1 2 
Four days 0 0 0 
Five days 4 3 7 Six days 1 6 7 Other- -TvTo weeks 2 0 0 
Total 8 10 18 
' Source: Compiled from information obtained from questionnaire. 
"I have a better understanding of why children act as 
they do.~· 
I 
"I can approach children better now.~· 11 
"I have a better understanding of what play means to a ·j 
child. 11 
Making adjustments is always part of meeting any nevi 
situation. In trying to find out what adjustments to the play-
room the students found most difficult they ,.,ere asked: "What 
i'Tas the most difficult adjustment you had to make while in the 
playroom?" Some of the answers to this question were: 
"To watch the children play and not play with them, 
only unless I had to show them how to do something. 
It was difficult to check an urge to go along and play 
with them. 11 
I! 
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I "To keep myself from giving children things to do in-
stead of letting them explore for themselves. I felt 
as if I ·vvas not doing enough for them. 11 
"Sitting and watching the children." 
"Not to help the children when they are in difficulty. 
Let them figure it out for themselves as much as they 
can. When guidance is needed then you can help." 
11 I found it difficult to make myself suggest something 
constructive to the children rather than saying, ' No, 
don 't do that,' when they were doing something destruc- , 
tive. 11 
"Letting the children think for themselves and not 
interfere when they got into small arguments or fights. 11 
"Figuring out what types of toys the different age 
groups liked to play with." 
11 To let the child do as he wanted to. To know when to 
restrain him and when to let the child do as he wants 
to." 
11 Pa tien ce. 11 
Many times the knowledge one gains from past experi-
ences is carried over into future situa tions. To determine if 
some of the playroom exper iences could be of use in the f uture 
t he students were asked: "How much benefit do you think your 
playroom experience will be to you as you con tinue to g i ve 
nursing care in the future ? 11 In reply to this question seven 
studen ts from Group A and nine from Group B checked 
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"considerable." one student from each group replied 11 Some 11 
. li d II II while students from neither group rep e none. Some re-
snonses of t he students replying "consid.erable" were: 
~ . 
"I will know how to handle children when difficult 
situations arise." 
"Vlhen I work in pediatrics in my own hospital I will be 
able to put some of the thing s I have learned i nto 
practice." 
"I will have more patience 'vhen I take care of child-
ren. 11 
"I have learned that no two people are alike and that 
each patient I take care of has to be handled differ-
ently." 
The student 'vho replied "some" said, 11When I go back 
to my own school I will only be ivorking with adults. I don't 
think I can use much of what I have learned \vi th them. n 
In ansv1er to the question, "Do you think this experi-
ence has increased your understanding of the behavior of child-
ren? 11 seven students from Group A and nine from Group B re- lj 
plied "very much." Only one student from each group indicated 
that they received only some increase of understanding. Stu-
dents from neither group checked "none at all. 11 
Some of the reasons stated by students giving their 
preference as "very much" were: 
"Some types of behavior that I considered to be minor 
disciplinary problems are only normal behavior 
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patterns. 11 
"From watching children play, I have a better under-
standing of how the different age groups behave. 11 
11 I have learned more about a child's personality and 
attitude by the ·Nay he plays with other children. 11 
".From my play experience I have gained more insight 
into children's behavior." 
The student who replied that she had received only some 
understanding said, "I learned most of what I have seen in 
Growth and Development." 
In analyzing the question, "Have your feelings changed 
towards the playroom since completing your week's experience?" 
five students from Group A and four from Group B designated 
,, 
I 
I 
their feelings had changed very much. Six students from Group 
B replied 1tsome 11 'ivhile three from Group A stated their feelings I 
had not changed at all. 
In Table VI the students' feelings about their play-
1 room experience may be clearly seen. 
Type 
Very 
Some 
None 
TABLE VI 
CWU~GE IN FEELINGS ABOUT PLAYROOM EXPERID~CE I NDICATED 
BY EIGHrEEN NURSING STUDENTS AFTER COMPLETING IT 
Number of Student Responses 
of Change Group .._l Group B Total 
Much 5 4 9 
0 6 6 
at .All 3 0 3 
Total 8 10 18 
1 Source: Compiled from information obtained from questionnaire. 
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To shmlf a comparison of the students 1 attitudes before 
and after their playroom experience and potential benefits they 
feel t hey will receive the following listing was developed. 
Grou:Q Before After Potential Benefit 
Enthusiastic Very. .much Considerable 
Enthusiastic Very much Considerable 
Indifferent Very much Considerable 
Indifferent Very much Considerable 
Anxious Very much Considerable 
Enthusiastic None at all Considerable 
Enthusiastic None at all Considerable 
Indifferent None at all Some 
Grou12 B Enthusiastic Very much Considerable 
Enthusiastic Very much Considerable 
Enthusiastic Very much Considerable 
Anxious Very much Considerable 
Enthusiastic Some Considerable 
Enthusiastic Some Considerable 
Enthusiastic Some Considerable 
Enthusiastic Some Considerable 
Enthusiastic Some Considerable 
Indifferent Some Some 
Some of the statements of those students who felt 
their feelings toward the playroom had changed v-rere: 
11 I feel that the playroom helps the child more than 
one can realize, and that it is very important in the 
nursing care of the patient. 11 
II 
nAt first I didn't think the playroom was of much value ' 
in a hospital. After being in the playroom I realized 
how essential it is to encourage learning, experience 
and achievement through play. 11 
"Before I came to the playroom I thought of it as just 
a place '\'There the children go to play. After I \'las 
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here I learned that it is a place where the children 
can have a more home-like atmosphere and forget about 
their lonesomeness. Also it gives trained personnel 
and doctors a chance to observe the children and help 
them mentally as well as physically.~ 
'' I expected the playroom to be a waste of time and no 
nursing care involved, but it was interesting work with 
a certain amount of nursing care." 
"I have never enjoyed being with the children very much 1 
before entering training but since "VTorking in the play- I• 
room my feeling s have changed.'' 
"I can see \vhere and how the playroom has helped child-
ren in adjusting to the hospital situation." 
"I feel that the playroom is a school in itself and is 
a very important program of the hospital." 
One of the students who said that her feeling had not 
changed tovmrd the playroom replied, "My feeling s have not 
changed because I have alvlays considered the pla)'room an im-
portant part of the hospital program. 11 
· s a final summary question the students were asked, 
"What do you feel you learned from your playroom experien ce? 11 
Some of the responses to this question were: 
"Give the child an opportunity to use his creative 11 
ability. Give the child an opportunity to get along 
with others without adult interference in little mat-
ters." 
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"The most important is using the right psychology vii th 
the child. Also that the child should be guided and 
not just given a certain object to play with. Letting 
the child feel that he is an individual." 
"Guide the children' s actions but not prohibit. ~~ 
"I learned the normal play habits of the various age 
groups and i'Tha t illness can do to a child's interest 
in playthings. This experience also made me realize 
the value of not saying 'No' or 'Don't do that' to a 
child. I was made aware of the numerous diversions a 
child can find to keep contented." 
"I learned how to direct the children's attention when 
they became restless; that all children, especially 
hospitalized children need a place to play and work out ' 
their anger and frustrations; that children can be 
easily observed while at play; that parents can be ob-
served when they are in the playroom with their child-
ren." 
11 I learned that it is good to have a child experiment 
with lots of different materials that he may not get 
the chance to experiment with at home. I also got 
better acquainted with the children. There was a much 
faster recovery once they were allowed to go to the 
playroom." 
"I learned that each child must be treated as an 
individual." 
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"I feel that I have learned many things, some of them 
are as follows: how to be able to get along with the 
various age groups, and to help them pick their toys, 
how each child is different from another, first in how 
they use their toys, play with other children, and how 
they treat their teachers. I have learned hov! the 
children can forget their sickness while playing and 
how some children just lack love." 
11 The playroom is an excellent place to observe child-
ren for behavior problems as they behave as if they 
were in a 'children's world' all their own. When par-
ents are around, these children act entirely differ-
ent." 
11 It has been a great deal of help towards obtaining 
knowledge of Grmvth and Development. 11 
Adaptations of Learning Experiences for Students 
in a Selected Hospital 
It becomes apparent that the values in the playroom 
experience takei\ on significance for nursing students who have 
had it. The next step of the study is to consider how these 
values might be adapted to a pediatric course (including ex-
perience) ~or students in a specific three year school which 
does not have such a facility. 
The Physical Plant at Hospital Y 
Hospital Y operates a three year school of nursing. 
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There is a pediatric unit of forty beds where the students re-
ceive their pediatric experience. The physical plant for pedi-
atric care consists of twelve private rooms, two units with two 
beds each, two units with four beds each, and two units with 
eight beds each. There is also an open porch and one large 
area for play and dining. 
The daily average census of patients two to five years 
of age is fifteen. Of these approximately seven to ten are 
bed patients. The remaining are ambulatory or semi-ambulatory. 
The average length of stay for these patients is seven days. 
The hospital employs no play teacher. Visiting teacher service 
from the public school is available to the older age group. 
All the play and diversional therapy responsibility for the 
toddlers is allocated to the nursing staff. 
To consider how playroom experience in Hospital X 
might throw light on what could be done in the basic nursing 
I 
curriculum at Hospital Y if students are to learn the needs 
and values of play for the toddler age hospitalized child, it 
seemed essential first to compare the physical facilities of 
the two. What likenesses and differences are there which 
would affect the kinds of play which could be made available. 
Comparison of Physical Facilities 
Hospital X Hospital Y 
I 
I 
II 
i 
Play Space--Two large rooms 
with adequate space for work 
and play including space for 
running about freely and 
using wheeled toys, also 
Play Space--One large room with 
adequate space for work and 
play including space for run-
ning about freely and using 
wheeled toys, also space where 
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Hospital X 
space where quiet play may go 
on undisturbed. 
Number of Children Using 
Playroom--10 to 12 . 
Equipment-- goodly supply of 
toys for active physical play. 
Manipulative, constructive, 
creative play. 
Imitative, imaginative, 
dramatic play. 
Large quantity of books and 
comics. 
Storage Space for Toys--Ade-
quate storage space for toys. 
Easily accessible to children. 
Sinks and Bathroom Facilities 
--One small sink. Bathroom 
facilities across the hall. 
Hospital Y 
quiet play may go on undis-
turbed. 
Number of Childr en Using Play-
£.Q.Q.m--8 to 10. 
Equipment--Minimum supply of 
toys for active physical play. 
Manipulative, construct i ve, 
creative play. 
Imitative, imaginative, 
dramatic play. 
Small quantity of books and 
comics. 
Storage Space for Toys--Mini-
mum space for storage. Shelves 
and cupboards can be built in 
by carpenter. 
Sinks and Bathroom Facilities 
--Has no sink. The bathroom 
facilities are down the hall 
and are those that belong to 
the pediatric unit. 
From the above comparison it may be seen that Hospital 
y has the potential for establishing essential play facilities 
for the child in terms of space, minimum equipment and possi-
bilities for adding storage space and essential equipment. 
Play Equipment 
To realize the optimum advantages of the play poten-
tialities it would be essential to provide the following kinds 
of play equipment and materials: for the purpose of manipula-
tive, constructive, creative play such toys as blocks, clay 
or plasticene, crayons, paper, blunt scissors, finger and 
easel paints, peg boards and pounding sets should be selected. 
For active physical play one should provide push and pull toys, 
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balls, small doll carriages, trucks and cars big enough to 
straddle and push along, and wagons. To meet the child's 
imitative, imaginative, dramatic play such things as dolls, 
housekeeping equipment, carpenter tools, telephones, nurse and 
doctor sets and dress-up costumes should also be provided. 
Through the use of some of the toys listed the child's social 
play needs can be met. Some of these are already available in 
Hospital Y; others will need to be purchased. 
Personnel 
Hospital School Y is lacking in the qualified play 
teachers. Responsibility will have to be placed on the nurse 
personnel. An in-service education plan for the graduate nurse 
1 
staff which will aid all to agree upon objectives for play for 
the hospitalized toddler and the means to implement these 
objectives should aid in establishing an environment condusive 
to student learning about play needs. Pediatricians and a 
consulting child psychiatrist might be willing to work "'v i th 
1 the group particularly in the beginning. Possibly additional 
consultation services could be received from nursery school 
teachers in the community and .other persons experienced in the 
play and emotional needs of children. Such resources will 
require further exploration. 
Teaching Tools 
Some of the values coming from the playroom experience 
were seen to come from the observation of the way the teacher 
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met a situation; from the anecdotes recorded by the teacher 
and by the students followed by a discussion which interpreted 
the child's behavior and the interaction of the child with 
other children or adults; from the student's evaluation of her 
own behavior in relation to incidents in the playroom which 
were her concern. 
Understanding of the needs of children in relation to 
play and the kinds of toys through which these needs could be 
realized were found in the literature and could be made avail-
able to students. Their adaptations to the hospitalized child 
as it relates to Hospital Y might emerge from conferences sup-
ported by the literature and observations. Students can be 
assisted in setting up guides for selecting toys which will 
help them as persons, as professional w·orkers, and in teaching 
parents. 
It \'Tas noted that in the first day or two of observa- 11 
tion, the student failed to grasp the differences between her 
oY.m approach to a child and that of the teacher. This sug-
gests the need to develop some guides to observation which may 
1 help to sharpen what the student sees and to enrich subsequent 
' discussion periods. 
Measures of growth in the student resulting from more 
conscious direction in the stud.y of the child through his play 
can probably be determined only through observing her own 
behavior and the facts she looks for when planning and carry-
ing out nursing care. 
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Teaching Students the Value of Play 
One disadvantage \'lith the playroom experience v-rhen the 
playroom is remote from the ward situation is that the student 
assigned to the playroom does not have an opportunity to ob-
serve the child in his relation wi th the children in the ward 
unit nor in his play activities outside the playroom. 
Because of the physical set-up in Hospital Y, it should 
be possible to coordinate learning about play in bed vri th play 
for the ambulant child, to observe and learn about the child 
from his behavior in the play unit and his behavior in his 
patient unit. It should be possible for the student assigned 
to the care of the child to observe him with his parents dur-
ing visiting hours whether he is in his patient unit or the 
play unit. Here observations may be more meaningful if she is 
guided to record her observations ru~d her interpretations of 
them so that her understanding is increased. 
The students could be aided in securing an overview of 
play needs for the toddler through formal classroom experi-
ences in grov1th and development and through a guided observa-
tional experience of the \"lell child in nursery school. They 
may be assisted in further understanding of the v-rell child 
through an assignment to observe children in this age group, 
1 in their normal play activities, in their ovTn home or neigh-
' borhood environment. Using guides for observation the method 
of student developed anecdotes would provide a useful tool 
for increasing observational skills. These anecdotes may well 
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supply the basis for class discussion in relation to functions 
I of play in a child's world and in promoting physical growth 
and development . They should provide a resource against which 
to consider the adaptations essential to the handicapped and 
the hospitalized child. 
Teaching Methods 
These students may obtain a basic understanding of the 
value of play through formal classes of child growth and 
development. During this period the purposes and methods of 
-
play, the selection of toys, and the modification of play for 
the hospitalized child will be discussed. To make the lectures 
more meaningful demonstrations of the various types of toys for 
the different age groups and categories could be included. If 
children are available, either from the ward or from the out-
side, for demonstration purposes, this kind of experience 
could be included. Films are another tool that can be used 
during this unit of GrOivth and Development. By using this 
type of tool the students should gain further understanding 
of the i mportance of play. Films especially geared to this 
area are "He Acts His Age," "The Terrible Twos and the Trusting 
Threes," "The Frustrating Fours and the Fascinating Fives," 
"Social Adjustment," and "Children's :Emotions." 
I .. 
To further increase their learning experiences, a 
field trip to the nearby nursery school could be arranged 
during their course in Child Growth and Development . Through 
such a trip the student could gain further knmdedge about 
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the play needs of the well child, would be able to see how a 
nursery school is set up to meet the total needs of the pre-
' school child, and how the teacher handles the various situa-
tions as they arise. 
Preparation before the field trip might include a con-
ference in order to discuss what the students should observe. 
Following their visit a class discussion might be held to an-
swer questions and help the student to better understand what 'J 
she has observed. 
During her observation periods in the playroom, the 
student vvill be asked to keep anecdotal records on the pre-
school ag e child that she observes. Information included in 
these anecdotal records will be the child's use of toys, the 
t ype of toys he uses, his behavior patterns and his adjustment 
to the hospital. Material obtained from these records will 
be used for discussion purposes either in clinics or in the 
formal classrooms. By keeping these anecdotal records the stu-
dent should become more aware of the fact that each child is 
an individual. This type of tool is also valuable to the 
student for it helps her to increase her observation skills. 
The student will have a wonderful opportunity to help 
parents better und.erstand the play needs of their child through 
parent teaching. As projects are assigned in growth and 
development, students can make posters for display purposes 
pertaining to play needs of the child. Models of toys such as 
a wagon made out of a 1'iooden cheese box can also be made for 
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display purposes. Bulletin boards, if attractively arranged 
and containing information that is of interest and yet educa-
tional, could be a great asset in parent teaching . A great 
deal of inf ormation about the play needs of children can be 
conveyed to parents \vhile talking vri th them during visiting 
hours. Also, while talking with parents the student can many 
times discover a great deal about the child and his behavior. 
va th this lmOivledge she is better able to understand the child 
as she works with him. parents become much more secure ru~d 
cooperative once they realize that their child .. is treated as 
an individual and not just another patient. 
In each assignment of the student to a patient, the 
nursing care plan should include an analysis of the play needs 
df the child, the methods for meeting these and justification 
for doing so. Through supervision and conferences the student 
may be guided in increasing her insight into when and how to 
enter into the child's play world. Again the device of observ-
ing , '\'Tri ting an anecdote followed by her interpretation of 
what was observed should aid in increasing her understanding 
of the child and '\vhat he is expressing at the time, and also 
increase her ability to appraise how effective her plan was 
and why or why not. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SU~~y OF THE FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, Al~D RECOI~mNDATIONS 
This study was undertaken with the purpose of deter-
mining what playroom experiences available in X Hospital can be 
incorporated into a pediatric nursing experience for nursing 
students in a three year school of nursing where such facili-
ties are not available. 
Summary of the Findings 
To accomplish this purpose the study attempted to an-
swer four sub-problems. 
1. Vfuat are the normal play needs of the child from 
two to five years of age? 
Play is important to the child for it is his language 
as well as part of his daily living. Toys, which are the tools 1 
of play should be carefully selected with much thought given 
to the child's mental and physical ability. The educational 
value of the toy should also be considered. In selecting 
toys, one should allow for physical play, manipulative, con-
' structive, creative play; imitative, imaginative, dramatic 
play; and social play. 
2. How are these play needs for the hospitalized 
child provided for in the playroom? 
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Play is provided for every hospitalized child whether 
I 
he is ambulatory or confined to bed. The playroom at X Hospital 
is well equipped. Ambulatory patients having a doctor's order 
are allowed up to the playroom. These children go to the play-
room every morning and stay through lunch. Following rest 
period, they return to the playroom until four p.m. While in 
the playroom the children are allowed to play or do what they 
wish as the atmosphere of the playroom is rather permissive 
and restrictions are at a minimum. Those patients confined to 
bed are visited each day by the play teacher and are given 
toys of their choice with which to play. 
Because of the permissiveness and the minimum amount 
of restriction found in the playroom plus the support and 
guidance given to the children by the staff, the children are 
able to fulfill their needs in relation to play. 
3. How are selected nursing students in a three year 
program assisted in understanding and meeting the 
play needs of the hospitalized child from t\'VO to 
five years of age during a one week experience in 
the playroom? 
Students assigned to the playroom for a one week's 
experience have an opportunity to obtain a better knowledge of 
child grmtth and development, to increase their knmtledge when 
caring for other children, to appreciate more fully the be-
havior of the t\'ro to five year old and to help to better under-
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stand the behavior of other children. 
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To help fulfill these objectives, the student after her 
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orientation is given guidance and support by the playroom teach-
' 
er throughout her experience. By observing the teacher's 
attitude and approach to children, the student begins to de-
velop new insight in her understanding of and guiding the 
child. The student participates in playroom activities when 
she feels confident and capable to do so. 
Along vli th her playroom experience, the student has 
daily informal conferences with the play teacher. During 
these conferences morning activities are discussed and the 
student is given gu idance whenever necessary in t he handling 
of any given situation. During t hes e conferences, the student 
. 
has an opportunity to seek further knowledge relating to the 
children. 
To further her learning, the student helps the teacher 
~>Tri te daily anecdotal records on each child in the p l ayroom . 
Through this experience the student tends to increase her 
observational sk ills and to aid her in sharpening her co~~uni-
cation skills in describing behavior. 
In analyzing the data obtained from the questionnaires 
given to students who had had playroom experience, it was 
found tha t t he majority of students were enthusiastic about 
being assigned to the playroom. 
I n their preparation for t he playroom, the majority 
of students were also satisfied with the orientation received. 
The minority expressed t he needs they felt were lacking . 
II 
Most of the students enjoyed their playroom experience and 
felt they benefitted from it considerably. They expressed t he 
feeling that they had gained. insight into themselves and. rec-
ognized their O''in increased ability to observe and understand 
behavior. 
4. How might these learning experiences be adapted 
for nursing students in a selected hospital which 
has limited facilities for a playroom experience? 
In adapting these learning experiences in a selected 
hospital which has limited facilities for a playroom experi-
ence, many methods may be used. 
Much information can be presented to the student 
throug h formal class room teaching in child growth and develop-
ment. t this time basic knowledge of play and its progress 
may be discussed. 
Children may be used to demonstrate some of the actual 
behavior patterns of the toddler group. To g ive a student a 
11 better understanding of toys used by this age group exhibits 
or actual class room demonstrations may be used. 
Films are an excellent teaching tool for they bring 
into the class room actual examples which portray specific 
behavior patterns that can not always be found in a hospital 
situation. 
To further increase their learning experiences, field 
trips to a nearby nursery school could be planned. Here the 
students can see the 11ell child in his play. From this 
__ J 
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observation they will have a better understanding of the play 
needs of the sick child. 
Anecdotal records kept by the student as she observes 
the child at play is another method v-Thich increases her learn-
ing experiences. By keeping these records, the student should 
become more a\<Tare of the fact that each child is an individual. 
Through both formal and informal discussions of children ob-
served, material from anecdotal records will be classified and 
discussed, giving the student a better understanding of the 
1 play needs of the child. 
Parent teaching is another opportunity for the student 
to gain insight about her patients. She will not only have a 
better understanding of the patient but vrill be better able to 
meet his individual needs. 
Conclusions 
The findings reveal that: 
1. The majority of students who had playroom experi-
ence gained ne\v insights into themselves and rec-
ognized their own increased abilities to observe 
and understand behavior. 
2. Playroom experience is valuable to nursing stu-
dents in gaining understanding of the child as a 
person. 
3. Further guidance is needed in clinical situations 
to i·rhich they return in order that they may gain 
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further insight into adapting what they have 
learned to the sick child in bed. 
4. That Hospital Y provides an opportunity for adapt-
ing the playroom carried out in Hospital X to the 
education of students of nursing. 
,Becommendations 
Based on the findings, the following recommendations 
are made: 
1. That the study of the playroom activities of child-
ren be included as an integral part of the pediat-
ric program. This would be done by setting up 
definite objectives for play in relation to the 
course in pediatric nursing, thus making play ex-
perience a definite part of the pediatric experi-
ence. 
2. That group conferences be held to develop a common 1 
point of view about the play needs of children, 
thereby leading to an educational climate so that 
I 
nursing students mi3ht gain more insight into their I 
3. 
own behavior and the needs of the child. Such 
conferences should include staff nurses, head 
nurses, supervisors, instructors, nursing aides, 
and medical staff. 
Establish an advisory committee to assist in study-
ing needs for desirable play facilities and possiQLe i 
resources through which to secure them. 
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APPENDIX A 
This questionnaire has been set up to give the vrri ter 
some knowledge of how nursing students feel toward their ex-
perience in the playroom as a part of their pediatric affilia-
tion. Your responses w·ill help the writer in planning an d 
setting up a play program in a pediatric unit of a general 
II hospital. 
I 
I 
Would you be willing to fill out the enclosed ques-
tionnaire by checking the answer that best describes your feel-
ings and return it to me by July 15, 1954? A self addressed 
envelope is enclosed for your convenience. 
Please do not write your name on the questionnaire. 
Thank you very much for your co-operation and partici-
pation in this study. 
1. Which group of patients do you prefer to work with? 
Infants 
Pre-school children 
School age children 
Adolescents 
Adults 
2. What experience have you had in working with child-
ren? 
Baby sitting 
I 
I 
:I 
II 
II 
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Caring for younger brothers and sisters 
Teaching Sunday School 
vrorking at summer camp 
___ None 
3. How did you feel about being assigned to the play-
room for one w·eek? 
Enthusiastic 
---· 
Indifferent 
Anxious 
4. Did you feel you were ~iven a satisfactory orienta-
tion before going into the playroom? 
Yes 
No 
5. If the ans11er is no, how do you think this orienta-
tion could be improved? 
6. Did you feel that you '\vould like to have had more 
.. 
1 guidance from the playroom teacher during your 'i'leek' s experi-
ence in the playroom? 
Yes 
No 
7. If the answer is yes, \·That type of guidance l'rould 
yuu like? 
8. Did you enjoy your week's experience in the play-
room? 
69 
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Very much 
---
Average 
Not at all 
9. How many days do you think this playroom experience 
should be offered to nursing students? 
One day 
Two days 
Three days 
Four days 
Five days 
Six days 
Other 
10. Did you feel your experience in the playroom was of: I 
Great value j 
Little value 
---
No value 
11. vfuat was the most difficult adjustment you had to 
make while in the playroom? 
12. How much benefit do you think your playroom experi- II 
ence will be to you as you continue to give nursing care in ~ 
the future? 
Considerable 
Some 
None 
13. Do you think t his experience has inc reased your 
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I understanding of the behavior of children? ~-r 
Very much 
Some 
Not at all 
14. Have your feelings changed toward the playroom since 
completing your week's experience? 
___ Very much 
Some 
None at all 
15. How have your feeling s changed? 
16. 'ihat do you feel you learned from your playroom ex-
perience? 
I 
I 12 
---- ~ 
A-PPENDIX B II 
PROCEDURE IN PLAYROOM 
The playroom exists primarily for the children. It 
is the place where they should feel free to experiment with 
all play materials--clay, paint, wood, water, sand, climbing 
apparatus, books, dolls, etc. The teacher and assistants are jl 
present to observe each child's personality and development to 1 
encourage and stimulate creatively and whenever possible, 
should stay in the background. 
Observe children for: 
___ Ability to interest themselves. 
Type of play materials selected. 
--- Capability in handling all materials. 
-- \'fillingness to share materials. 
---Ability to do things independently. 
--- Ability to take correction. 
--- Length of time spent in each activity. 
Degree of bodily activity. 
DO: Use a quiet voice, speaking slowly and dis-
tinctly, using as few words as possible. 
Keep in the baclcground -vrhenever possible. 
Suggest activity but do not demand. 
Encourage children to help in cleaning up and 
putting away materials but do not insist. 
Supervise carefully the use of large equip-
ment such as slide, jungle gym, large 
blocks, etc. 
Give the lonesome or homesick child a certain 
amount of affectionate attention. 
Give prompt and warm approval of good effort 
to conquer a fear to be helpful and to 
handle rna terial v-rell. 
See that no child leaves the group unless 
accompanied or accounted for. 
Watch for signs of strain and possible causes 
as well as symptoms in connection with 1 
' 
Do Not: 
child's illness. 
Frotect child as inconspicuously as possible 
against his own an d others' disabilities. 
Let child use h is mm speed to investigate a 
new environment. 
Correct a child by going to him and speak ing 
individually. 
Mak e comments about children within their 
hearing unless necessary to child's well 
being . 
Block viev-r of observation window·. 
Create situations 1-vhere the child thinks it's 
fun to disobey. 
Interrupt quiet dreaming or solitary play. 
Help the child to do anything he wants to do 
and can do for himself . 
Stop a small quarrel that may settle itself. 
Leave childr en unsupervised. 
Student's Responsibility : 
1. Daily check with head nurse--children who will be 
a bl e to go to playroom. 
2. Daily check on emotional temperature card on each 
'.'star 11 patient. 
3. Assist in gathering and returning children. 
4. Observe children's activities and help teacher 
keep daily notes. 
5 . • ssist in tidying playr oom after each play ses-
sion. 
6. : ccompany teacher on rounds of wards and observe 
me thods of approach. 
7. Opportunity on some early evening s in directing a 
small group of children on wards in quiet games 
and listening to stories. 
8. Attend vleekly psychiatric clinics. 
9· Become familiar with available play mater ials and 
their possibilities. 
10. Use available time to read pamphlets and articles 
on child development. 
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11. ~.'lri te a case study of one child. 
Kristine .Angoff 
Playroom ~herapy Teacher 
June 20, 1950 
I 
lj 
I 
I 
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